There is a Spectrum crunch and there is more and more traffic every single second. The experts in this industry know where we're growing, it's lightning quick.

The very idea that a Governmental Agency would rule on the side of Big Business, when Globalstar provides so much more than MSS services, would be irresponsible and terribly short sighted considering everything else that stands to gain from a Global access to an "Internet of Things".

The communications of those THINGS will create investment all over the world. From Mining to Energy Exploration,.....to yes,.....those millions of children all over America that do not have the same learning opportunities that others enjoy.....how many really intelligent kids go unchallenged due to a lack of Internet access in small town USA?

The approval of TLPS doesn't "Harm" anything. Instead .it's the newest superhighway of connectivity to all the places that have never seen the On-line world , much less it's future.

Job's create households, households create greater GDP numbers, and kids, TLPS Connectivity = A STRONG USA for now and our future.

So it's easy to see why the opposition is working so hard against it, because it's that BIG,...and they can't deliver it.

It's time FCC.......which way are you going to vote? It really shouldn't even be a question now should it?

God Bless the USA and the World.

Approve TLPS.

Bigger Business will thank you for it.

Can somebody call all those running for P O T U S, They love the idea of JOBS!!!!!!!. L